Rotary Nomads

03 September 2014



Camilla – “Behind the Badge” talk. Very informative. Overview of her interesting life & why she joined
RAN. Greg also thanked her for all work put in organising Badges & shirts.



Peta - RAN BBQ, e-mail coming with meeting area details - 10 nomads so far.



Mary Hu. - overview on Australian Camp Oven Festival, Millmerran. Allen and Mary were visiting area,
offered to help out. Held every 2 years; approx 1400 caravans, motor homes, day trippers. Both going on
19 Sept to help set up for 4-6 Oct when festival on. Mary will market RAN while there. Mary will e-mail
details to Greg, who will to see if we can become involved in future.



Greg said advertising for RAN out in last 3 days. So far 15-16 calls interested in joining, with 3 calls per day
with expressions of interest. Also looking into possible involvement for RAN in Henley on Todd for 2015.



Greg & John looking at Broken Hill as venue for 1st possible Ran club meeting about March 2015.



Neil H suggested Dot Points be done on monthly basis by rotating members, who know they will be in
town & thus share workload.



Barbara suggested instead of every member giving what happened in My Week talk, that as we get more
members, it will become more difficult to accommodate all members, & suggested we rotate through a
few members every week.



Paul suggested we either try to get guest speaker or Behind the Badge speaker every week. At this point
Greg asked Mary Hend. to be next Behind the Badge speaker



Greg asked members to think about fund raising ideas if in future we need cash to donate to a cause.
Barbara thought that instead of fund raising that members could maybe donate $5.00 or $10.00 per
month as this would be less hassle than long distance fund raising.

